Silhouette®

AUTHENTIC EYEWEAR. SINCE 1964.

TITAN NEW WAVE
Integrated Nylor Thread Technology
Fixation of Nylor Thread

- Use the enclosed nylor thread if using a different shape.
- Cut nylor thread in half and secure on frame.
- Nylor thread available as spare part P 0000 99 0017 2002.
Detaching the Nylor Thread

90° pull
Cut nylor thread to required size and thread through.
Groove

0,5 - 0,6 mm

Inserting Lenses

0,5 mm
Inclination

1. Hold upper bar firmly in area of side part.
2. Adjust inclination in area of side part carefully in small increments.
Temple Shortening

Squeeze metal inlay at the end with round pliers to secure temple end.
Adjusting Temple End

- Curve temple in large motions.
- Metal inlay inside temple enables cold adjustment of temple end.
- Do not bend!